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Evolution of Range Ecology Practices and Policy: Back to 
Our Rangeland Ecosystem Roots 

W.B. Kessler 

Editor's Note: 
This paper was published by the Society of American Foresters in 

a proceedings of their Annual Meeting. They have granted permis- 
sion for the paper to be reprinted in Ran gelands. 

I believe that range ecology and policy have evolved in 
a big circle, taking us back to our rangeland ecosystem 
roots. Just pick up the early textbooks on range manage- 
ment, and you will find ecological treatises focusing on 
native plant communities. Key topics included plant 
composition and vigor, soil as a life support system, and 
ecological relationships of native and domestic animals. 
It was a brand of rangelartd management concerned with 
the health and productivity of complex ecological systems. 

This view of range management has been upstaged in 
more recent decades by an agricultural production ap- 
proach. Here the main focus is the land's potential to yield 
commodities, with the art and science of range manage- 
ment directed to this end. Often commodities can be 
more efficiently produced by replacing the native plant 
community with non-native species, or by otherwise con- 
centrating the lion's share of nutrients and energy into the 
desired plant and animal products. 

Which view or model is 'right," an agricultural produc- 
tion approach or an ecosystem approach? That depends 
on who owns rangeland and what their objectives may be. 
For many private landowners, the objective is profitable 
livestock production to support livelihoods and chosen 
lifestyles. The agricultural production model may be the 
most efficient way to meet these objectives. 

Two things are clear. First, you can't have it both ways. 
These are two distinctly different paradigms, or views of 
what rangeland ecology and management are all about. 
Second, for the USDA Forest Service, the ecosystem 
management approach is the course of the future. 

GaInIng PerspectIve 
The move to ecosystem management is not confined to 

the rangeland management program of the Forest Ser- 
vice. On June 4, 1992, Chief Dale Robertson announced 
the agency's adoption of this approach Service-wide 
(Robertson 1992). The decision to embrace ecosystem 
management did not happen overnight; rather, it was the 
culmination of a transition process called "New Perspec- 

tives." During this 3-year period the Forest Servicetook a 
hard, analytical look at the turmoil surrounding land and 
resources management (Kessler et al. 1992). The purpose 
was to understand important changes underway in science 
and society, and to plot an appropriate new course for 
managing the national forests and grasslands. It was my 
fortune to serve as Assistant Director for the New Per- 

spectives effort, and that experience has greatly influ- 
enced my thinking about land and natural resources 
management. 

A key part of New Perspectives was a challenge to our 
field managers and scientists to develop new and creative 
approaches for solving complex land management prob- 
lems. This challenge was answered with nearly 300 pro- 
jects featuring innovative management concepts, practi- 
ces, and ways of involving people. These experiences 
confirmed that most land management problems today 
are far too complex to "fix" with improved techniques and 
technology atone. 

We found that our fundamental approach to sustained- 
yield, multiple-use management lay at the heart of many 
of our difficulties. Linear thinking, focused on production 
goals, has prevailed in public land management for sev- 
eral decades (Congressional Research Service 1993). 
Although such thinking has important applications in the 
natural resource disciplines, it is in itself an inappropriate 
approach for solving today's complex problems involving 
land, natural resources, and people. 

Competing Uses, ConflictIng Interests 
What view of land and natural resources shaped analy- 

sis and management approaches in the 20th century? It 
was a very practical view, focusing on the important uses 
that are provided to humans by lands, water, and the 
living things that grow there. This focus on uses is why the 
natural resources fields developed as they did: as a set of 
distinct disciplines, each oriented toward a particular 
resource of use to humans. Hence there are separate 
professions dealing with science and management of 
rangeland resources, of wildlife, of fisheries, of timber, of 
outdoor recreation, and soon. Within agiven discipline, a 
key role has been to discover factors that limit production 
of that resource, and to remove those limitations through 
scientific management. 

This approach had a long history of successful applica- 
tion in agriculture and industrial production. The approach 
shaped how the natural resource disciplines characterize 
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lands and waters: in terms of their potential to produce 
useful crops. For example we talk about a range allot- 
ment's capability to provide animal-unit-months of graz- 
ing, the site index of a forest stand to produce timber, or 
the habitat capability ofalaketo produce fish and recrea- 
tion user-days. 

On lands having many stakeholders, such as the 
national forests and grasslands, management must pro- 
duce not one but several uses. The Forest Service fea- 
tures each of several key uses in separate programs for 
range management, timber management, wildlife and 
fisheries, recreation, and others. Because each resource 
discipline has been concerned with improving produc- 
tion of its particular resource, what results is a model not 
just of multiple uses but of competing multiple uses. The 
choices are presented to stakeholder groups as tradeoffs 
among the different uses. (You want more wildlife? Okay, 
but how much decrease in timber are you willing to 
accept? You want more fish production? Fine, but it will 
cost you in livestock grazing use). 

Increasingly today, the phrase "conflicting resource 
uses" dominates discussion about lands and natural 
resources. Should we be surprised? A system that views 
natural resources in terms of competing use interests is 
destined to breed conflict. And as lands and resources get 
scarcer, the conflicts intensify. 

Dealing with the Issues 

How do the conflicts about natural resources get 
expressed? Most often, they emerge as specific issues 
reflecting highly polarized viewpoints. For example, one 
of the hottest issues today is whether or not livestock 
should be permitted to graze on public rangelands. 

An important thing to consider here is how, under the 
prevailing paradigm, we have defined and attempted to 
deal with resource issues. As issues arise, the procedure 
is to fit them into appropriate disciplinary or resource-use 
pigeonholes. For example, animals whose populations 
are declining become a wildlife problem—unless they live 
in the water portions of the landscape, in which case they 
are a fisheries problem. 

What about endangered plants? Should this be consi- 
dered a range problem? But what if the species occurs in 
timbered habitats, is it then a timber management prob- 
lem? The Forest Service avoided that dilemma by making 
endangered plants a part of its wildlife and fisheries 
program. 

Diseased trees are called a forest health problem— 
something that timber managers need to deal with. But 
once the trees die, they are of less interest to timber 
managers and instead become a fuels management prob- 
lem. Fuels managers are quite capable of dealing with the 
problem through salvage or other means; however, the 
results of these solutions may give birth to a new set of 
visual resources problems, wildlife problems, and fisher- 
ies problems. 

And so the vicious cycle goes on, with each group of 
specialists trying to "mitigate" the problem from their 
particular disciplinary perspective. Is this any way to run a 

rangeland, or a forest, or a wetland? The disciplinary 
filters we wear tend to blind us to what these lands and 
resources really represent. They are living, dynamic, 
complex systems of plants, animals, water, soil, air, cli- 
mate, topography, and people. In systems terminology, 
we have concerned ourselves with manipulating stocks 
and flows of resources, with far less attention to the state 
or condition of the systems from which those resources 
derive (Brooks and Grant 1992). While focusing on pro- 
duction performance, we have ignored the vast complex- 
ity of rangeland and forest ecosystems. Resource rela- 
tionships, inherently complex, have been stripped down 
to a set of production functions. 

Thus what we call issues today are often just symptoms 
of the real problems, which are ecosystem problems. 
Complex ecological, social, and economic questions 
involving rangelands are buried in the debates about live- 
stock grazing. Endangered species provide a vivid exam- 
ple of the problem. Is it really the factof a species becom- 
ing rare that is troublesome? Or should we become more 
concerned with what the species' predicament tells us 
about the condition of the ecosystem of which the species 
(and human communities) are a part? A couple of cases 
will help illustrate these points. 

SolvIng Ecosystem Problems 
The forests of the Blue Mountains of northeastern 

Oregon and southeastern Washington are in trouble, with 
forest mortality occurring on a massive scale (Wickman 
1992). What is the essence of this "forest health problem" 
in the Blue Mountains? Is it a problem of drying trees and 
lost timber volume? Or hazardous fuel accumulation? Or 
deteriorating wildlife habitat? The real problem spans all 
of these concerns—it is a story of a stagnant, ailing eco- 
system. Many decades of fire exclusion have interrupted 
dynamic processes vital to the system's health, and the 
consequences reach widely in the ecology, economy, 
and social fabric of the region. 

What is the real story of the declining fish stocks in the 
Columbia River system? Is it overgrazing around head- 
waters, and hence a range management problem? Or 
sediment from logging, and hence a timber management 
problem? Maybe it's overfishing by local people, and thus 
a socio-economic problem. Or maybe the dams are the 
real culprits, making this an engineering problem. In real- 
ity, it is all of the above and much more: it is an ecosystem 
problem. And it can only be solved as such, from an 
ecosystem perspective (Lee 1989). 

For problems involving ecosystems (which I suspect is 
the case for most natural resources problems), all the 
partial remedies developed from a functional, competing- 
use perspective will not add up to a solution for the whole. 
That is why the Forest Service, this past June, adopted the 
new policy on ecosystem management. Its fundamental 
approach is to bring together a wealth of disciplines to 
solve complex problems involving lands, natural resour- 
ces, and people. 

Land use planning under the new model must go 
beyond establishing goals for selected uses that people 
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may wish to make of lands and resources. It must include 
goals that relate to the health and sustainability of the 
system. After all, it is healthy ecosystems that will con- 
tinue to provide the traditional multiple-use benefits, plus 
those benefits we do not often think about such as oxygen 
production, nutrient cycling, water conservation, and 
other life-support functions. 

Rangeland forage, livestock, and the people who profit 
from them are important parts of rangelartd ecosystems. 
But rarlgeland management must treat that particular use 
in the larger context of sustaining healthy, productive 
rangeland ecosystems in the long term. 

Toward Healthy Rangeland Ecosystems 
You may be wondering whether the sudden policy 

change to ecosystem management has been a shock for 
our rangeland professionals. Quite the contrary; most of 
our range people view it as a positive sign that the rest of 
the Forest Service is catching up to them! 

The current emphasis on sustaining ecosystem health 
and productivity—for the many uses, products, and 
values that healthy ecosystems offer to people—was 
adopted 6 years ago. You may recall this as the "Change 
on the Range" initiative, which shifted the focus from 
forage production and use to restoring and maintaining 
healthy rangeland ecosystems to meet the diverse needs 
of society. Thus our rangeland professionals committed 
to an ecosystem approach well before the rest of the 
Forest Service tested the waters with its New Perspec- 

tives, and certainly before ecosystem management was 
adopted as a Service-wide policy. 

I will close by repeating my opening statement, that we 
have come full circle. The ecosystem view of rangeland 
management more strongly reflects that conveyed by my 
range professors many years ago, before linear thinking 
(and its analog, linear programming) changed the orien- 
tation of natural resources curricula. And I believe it 
reflects the outlook of the Wyoming ranchers whose 
lands I hunt on each fall. Although disinclined to use 
jargon, these men and women have a decidedly "holistic" 
outlook on their operations. After all, these lands are their 
home, livelihood, way of life, and heritage for their des- 
cendants in the long run. 
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The PROCEEDINGS OF THE IVth INTERNATIONAL RANGELAND CONGRESS WHICH CONVENED IN 
MONTPELLIER, FRANCE, 22—26 April 1991, are now available. They consist of three volumes with a total of 
1,280 pages. Vol. 1 and 2 are 592 and 401 pages long, respectively. They contain the 255 original articles 
accepted by the Scientific Committee and presented at the Congress by regularly registered participants. These 
articles are gathered into 16 different subject matter symposia. Vol. 1 includes symposia 1 to 8 dealing with: 
Ecological Bases of Range Science (11 articles), Dynamics of Rangeland Ecosystems (32 art.), Functioning and 
Productivity of Rangeland Ecosystems (16 art.), Ecophysiology of Range Plants (17 art.), Range Resources (11 
art.), Ecological Adaptation and Phytogenetic Resources (24 art.), Plant/Animal Interactions (19 art.), Descrip- 
tive and Geographic Aspects of Woody and Herbaceous Range (20 art.). 

Vol. 1 also contains a detailed statistical analysis report on the geographic origin of participants, their 
disciplines, the geographic origin of the papers presented, the number of participants and papers by country and 
geographic area, subject matter, etc. 

Vol. 2. includes symposia 9 to 16 addressing the following subjects: Selection and Intake of Plants by 
Herbivores (21 papers), Performance and Productivity of Domestic and Wild grazing Animals (11 papers), Range 
Production Systems (13 papers), Diagnosis and Improvement Method in Range Utilization (12 papers), Rational 
Management of Rangeland Systems (8 papers), Utilization and Control of Woody Ranges (10 papers), Socio- 
Economic and Legal Aspects (15 papers), Education and Training, North-South Relationship (16 papers). 

Vol. 3 contains the Syntheses of each of the 16 Symposia, their Conclusions and Recommendations, the 4 

Plenary Lectures, various speeches delivered at the 'Forum of Development Actors', Historical Notes on IRCs, 
list of Continuing Committee, Organizing Committee, Scientific Committee, List and mailing Addresses of the 
620 participants and various business items, vol 3 is 287 p. long. 

The selling price is 1350 FF, surface mailing and taxes inclusive, that is approx. 245 US $. Orders should be 
sent to CIRAD/CIDARC, S.C.I.S.T. (Attn Dr J.F. Giovanetti), 2477, Avenue du Val de Montferrand, B.P. 5035, 
F-34032, Montpellier Cedex 01, France, Tel. (33) 67 61 58 48, Fax: (33) 67 61 58 20. 


